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There are frequent news related to crimes and murders involving African Americans, Hispanics,
and Latinos including mentally ill perpetrators in the US. A number of Nepalis have also lost
their lives serving at the gas stations and subways when the Blacks/Hispanics/Latinos broke in
for money. We Nepali tend not to have an iota of doubt that while living in the most prosperous
country in the world can be robbed, raped and murdered in that manner. Though I feel
disconsolate sometimes, I always try to eschew black areas or watch my back feeling insecure
when I have to drive through them. I even recommend my acquaintances not to rent closer to
these areas. I myself got robbed at gunpoint in front of my porch. The white areas, on the other
hand, are clean, organized and pleasing with the plush restaurants, groceries, and shopping
areas. The remuneration for African American/Hispanics/Latinos cannot generate sufficient tax
money as revenue for development works. In the white areas, the grocery stores are
high-priced so as to indirectly discourage African Americans/Hispanics/Latinos to shop there. In
the white areas, opening of department stores like Walmart that sell stuffs at reasonably
cheaper price, are objected! Whites are worry about such stores bringing more African
Americans/Hispanic/Latinos. Most Blacks/Hispanics/Latinos are not in a condition to pay for
cars and are still mostly concentrated near downtowns where there are ample transportation
and easy reach. So, most of the downtowns are still scary, mainly at night. I used to commute
through public transportation to work when I did not have car and would hardly see any whites.
The passengers were mostly African Americans, Hispanics, and then Latinos; similar
observation while travelling to different states using public transportations.

It is pitiful to come across the bias persisting even in the education sector, though the United
States made schooling mandatory for all children under “No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act”. The
obvious discrimination: the public schools basically providing education to the children of poor
and middle class family, where as the private schools are mostly for privileged families. This is
the democratic practice and has been accepted in every democratic countries including Nepal.
Deplorably, the public school districts in Black/Hispanic/Latino communities or impoverished
inner-city are of inferior standard with crappy facilities than the ones in the white areas or
wealthier neighborhood. For example, Advanced Placement (AP) or International Baccalaureate
(IB) courses - special forms of honors classes with earth-shaking curriculum and lessons, are
mostly not available in impoverished neighborhood or Black/Hispanic/Latino communities. The
forced busing (assigning and transporting students to school so as to overcome prior racial
segregation) of students to achieve racial desegregation was put in place but segregation is still
rampant; which, in the first place, never got implemented from the grassroots. 

The school districts are based on residency and the ones in the black community will always be
receiving less revenues for the schools. On the other hand, private schools mostly expensive,
having higher teacher/student ratio, are chiefly for rich who are seeking a competitive edge in
the college admission process, exceptionally targeting for Ivy League colleges. Ivy League
colleges are the group of eight universities: Brown, Columbia, Cornell, Dartmouth College,
Harvard, Princeton, UPENN, and Yale, that have similar academic and social prestige in the
United States to Oxford and Cambridge in Britain. The private schools also caters special
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services to gifted students, students with disabilities or special needs, and students with specific
religious affiliations with preferred nurturing and sustaining environment. Majority of the students
that attend private schools are Caucasian; non-Hispanic/Hispanic, African American occupy
smidge percentage. So, whites have edge over African Americans/Hispanics/Latinos to attend
excelling colleges and consequently get landed at high paying jobs.

Let’s have a look at the education system in the United States. Elementary schools (preschool
to 5th grade), Middle School (6th to 8th grade), High School (9th to 12th), and post-secondary
(college or university, Vocational education, Graduate Education, and Adult education) are the
basic structures of school system in the United States. Public schools in the United States are
funded through Federal, State, and Local levels. The ages for compulsory education varies
depending on the state, begins at 5-8 years and ends at 14-18 years. Unlike countries like
Nepal, where earning a living is limited to the level of education, and priorities are directed
towards it, one has volition to choose different career paths in the United States. Moreover,
there is a huge gap between the high school and college, and the college education is
expensive which actually dispirits one to go for higher education unless one is resolved to do
so. So, while 85% of Americans complete high school, only 27% receive the bachelor’s degree
or higher. The plan is afoot to tamp down the issues and increase the recipients of higher
degree through some incentives. Still, the unemployment rate is higher for high school
graduates than college graduates. It is, anyway, the practice in the democratic countries to keep
the unemployment rate at fairly high level.

The students completing high schools have option to go to college or university for their higher
education - Undergraduate degree (associate’s degree or bachelor’s degree) and then
Graduate degree (master’s degree or doctorate). The publicly undergirded community college
usually offers two years associate’s degree. The students can then choose to be transferred to
4-year institution to pursue bachelor’s degree. Four-year institutions can be public (esp. state
universities) or private. The state universities are sponsored by state government and receive
funding through some combination of taxpayer money, tuition, private donations, federal grants,
and proceeds from endowments. So, such universities have provision of instate tuition options,
have more assistantship opportunities for students: Graduate Assistantship and Research
Assistantship. They are also far cheaper than the privately owned colleges or universities.
There are also locally funded 4-year university like CUNY (City University of New York).

The school teachers in the United States have to be certified on top of their education
qualifications (Bachelors or Masters); certification standards depending on the states. Reading,
Writing and Math Proficiency test such as Praxis I and II as well as instructional skill tests are
required. After passing the Praxis I, one can be enrolled into the internship program to pursue
free Masters degree program and get teacher certification. Generally, at high school, broad
varieties of compulsory (science, mathematics, English, social science, physical education), and
optional courses are offered. Health courses are required in some states, mainly sex education,
drug awareness, and birth control besides, anatomy, nutrition, and first aid. The legality of
homeschooling in the United States has been debated by educators, lawmakers, and parents
since the get go of compulsory education. The dynamics that parents describe about
homeschooling are their concerns involving the school environment (safety, drugs, negative
peer pressure and bullying), religion or moral values, and dissatisfaction of the quality of
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education.

The foreigners or American citizens from foreign origin, generally non-whites, are likely to be
bullied based on cultural differences and the parents find their children not meeting the
mathematics standard they are used to back home. The children brought up at Hindu family are
touchy about their children chomping beef and pork. There are, however, disputes over the
degree of control that a state can wield on home schooling regarding curricula and standardized
testing. There are statewide test under “No Child Left behind Act” for evaluation of desired level
of minimum education for public schools such as Regent Examination in New York, Florida
Comprehensive Assessment Test (FACT), and the Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment
Test (MACT). The weak students are mandated to be remediated through summer schools.

American schools are not devoid of bullying either. Bullying among children is defined as
repeated, negative acts: direct bullying of physical or verbal in nature (assault, tripping,
intimidation, teasing or taunting, demand of money, destruction of property) or indirect one
(manipulating friendship, name calling, rumour spreading and isolation). Imbalance in real and
perceived power is implicit in this definition i.e. power may be size or strength or the victim is
outnumbered or less psychologically resilient. For example, fighting or ruction involving two
equal entities cannot be categorized under bullying. Some of the bullying are recognized as
illegal: forms of sexual harassment such as repeated exhibitionism, voyeurism, sexual
propositioning, and sexual abuse; ostracism based on race, religion, and sexual orientation; and
hazing (subjected to harassment or ridicule), especially by seniors to juniors. Recent research
(Susan P. Limber and Maury M. Nation, http://www.ojjdp.gov/jjbulletin/9804/bullying2.html, April
1998) documented that bullying can affect the climate of the schools and the ability of all
students to learn to the best of their abilities besides its scathing effect on both victims
(psychological torture and even suicide) and the perpetrators (can be a powerful predictor of
criminality and violent behavior in adulthood). The first efficacious intervention to scale down
bullying among school children was launched by Olweus in Norway and Sweden in early 1980s
(groundbreaking research in 1970s) inspired by the suicides of several severely victimized
children. The intervention model has multiple levels: Schoolwide inervention by beefed-up
supervision, assemblies, and teacher/staff in-service training to raise the awareness; Classroom
level interventions by constituting classroom rules against bullying, regular meetings to touch on
bullying at school, and meetings with parents; Individual-level interventions by discussing with
students identified as engaged in bullying: victims and perpetrators.

I was at grade two in Kathmandu school, when I first experienced some sort of bullying, though
ragging is prevalent in Nepal. The whole class was terrorized by couple of physically fit doughty
students. When I was in a hostel at grade eight, the perpetrators would confiscate the ping pong
paddles in the middle of the game and started playing. Sometimes, the perpetrators would be
smoking in front of the shop, waiting for the victims to strip them of money when they passed
by. India is notorious for pervasive bullying cases but I never experienced it in India during my
Bachelors in Engineering as we were under the aegis of our bold seniors. I witnessed the Indian
freshmen going through harsh torture. In one of the incidents, the victim was asked to pee on
the electric heater which exerted electric shock. Bullying is evolutionary; stronger dominates the
weak. Nonetheless, we have come a long way. So, this trend should stop. Bullying exists in the
international level too. The strong countries are both directly meddling into the affairs of tottering
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countries or indirectly by taking advantage of their weakness (economic, military). In some
religion or society, bullying still persists; men overpowering women in all walks of life.

When at high schools, students usually at 11th grade, depending on their post-secondary
education, go for standardized tests such as SAT (Scholastic Aptitude Test), ACT, or subject
tests, in the United States. Based on the scores on these Tests, students are eligible for some
kind of scholarship to study in the college. This is the more fitting option for foreigners like
Nepalis from medium class family seeking undergraduates degree in US. It is also advisable for
them who can not obtain scholarship, to come to the United States for Masters and doctorates,
as the course load is lighter and there are more opportunities of graduate/research
assistantships, which minimizes the contingencies of dropping out or stay illegally in the United
States. If you are exceptionally adept at sports, you are eligible for sports scholarships in US.
Sport is widely popular in the United States and is surprisingly lucrative profession as well. The
sports programs in basketball and football can be a major revenue sources for school districts.
Higher priorities are given to sports in US, as opposed to Nepal, where even the star players
are hard-pressed to make their end meet while pursuing sports as their professions. For doctors
who already have MBBS degree, US can be the best option to apply for residency after passing
USMLE (United States Medical Licensing Examination).

As compared to Nepal where we used to attend the college from 9:00am to 4:00pm, you do not
feel that much study burden in the United States especially at lower tier universities. You have
to hardly spend 9 hours/week for graduates in the classroom. The undergraduates, in contrast,
were found fighting tooth and nail with their course loads, working part-time job. Moreover,
graduate can comfortably earn enough money for 9 credits. I noticed many undergraduates
working at places like Ocean City during summer laboring more than half a day to pay the
tuition for the next semester. As an outlet to thwart the pressure, they are predisposed to drugs,
smoke and alcohol abuse. Out of that pool, I scarcely discover few, that can be counted in the
fingers, who could make it to graduate schools. So, the bottom line, do not come here in the
United States for undergrad unless you have some sorts of scholarships through your excellent
SAT scores or you get accepted for assistantship programs. 

As a Special Education Program in the Unites States, under Individual with Disabilities
Education Act (IDEA), the federal law requires states to proffer special education consistent with
federal standards as a condition for receiving federal funds that fosters protection to student
with disability. There are 13 categories of disabilities from autism, impairment to emotional
and/or behavioral disability, and ADHD (Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder). The
psychological afflictions of the Americans have been overlooked. I have heard caucus,
campaign speech, and other forms of rant but there is no articulate thought on psychological
and gun issues despite the rampant massacre perpetrated by psychologically distraught people.
You do not, unnecessarily, want to witness somebody being robbed at gunpoint, raped, and
murdered in front of you.

It is indisputable that gun gives the sense of security and is appropriate for self-defense,
usually, when you are dwelling at crime ravaged areas. It also eliminates the gap betwixt the
strong and weak. Anybody who owns gun feels mightier, irrespective of his/her physical
strength, yet, like any other weapons, if it is in the reach, can easily invite untoward accidents -
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homicides or suicides. If you are in a heated argument and you have a weapon nearby, there
are higher probabilities of homicide, assault or battery. If you are distressed or depressed and
the gun is at your hand, the educated guess would be a suicide. Because of increasing number
of broken families, there are more cases of Americans with psychological problems. The
weapons in the hand of such deranged people invite more shootings and crimes. The
unemployed people can use it as easy means of making their living by robbing people at gun
points. Still, it is difficult to equate growing homicides and suicides with the growing number of
guns in the hand of Americans. The gun law, Second Amendment (Amendment II), in the United
States lets its inhabitants to own guns and use them for self defense. The most ridiculous thing
about the Unites States is that though it is policing the third world countries, it itself is
despondent in controlling the carnage perpetrated by its own citizens.

(Gajurel, a Ph.D. in computer engineering from Case Western Reserve University, USA,
works as Computational Scientist at the same university. Email:
sanjaya.gajurel@gmail.com)

(Editor’s Note: Nepalis, wherever they live, as well as friends of Nepal around the globe
are requested to contribute their views/opinions/recollections etc. on issues concerning
present day Nepal to the Guest Column of Nepalnews. Length of the article should not be
more than 1,000 words and may be edited for the purpose of clarity and space. Relevant
photos as well as photo of the author may also be sent along with the article. Please
send your write-ups to editors@mos.com.np)
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